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Abstract 
       Many surfaces suffer cracks and external corasion such as turbo blades and oil pipes. In order to solve these 
problems are used coatings of high durability and low cost. In the current research, the powder of the basalt with 
multiple oxides supported by metal (Ni) 50% was sprayed models with thermal spraying by flame and at multiple 
spraying distances of (10,12,14,16,18,20) cm after the preparation of the models coated on a base of alloy steel, the 
process of sintering of the samples at (700, 900, 1100) ℃ and within two hours have been done. The mechanical 
tests were (strength adhesion, porosity, hardness, wear and tear) (SEM) for prepared samples before and after 
sintering. The results showed that the best spraying distance was 16 cm and the best heat treatment is ( (1100 ℃), 
depending on the results of the adhesion strength tests at (24.43 MPa) and (8.653%) porosity, (1140 Hv) and the 
hardness of the Vickers and at a constant sliding speed (12000 cm / min). The results of the scanning electron 
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4- تاماسملا ةبسن باسح نكمي\ ةحىحفملا( Po %)\  باا ةقلاعلا مادخحسلآ[ ةيج41 : ] 
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Microcomputer Controlled Electronic 







4Load1 mm / min
5[3]
Adhesion Strength= Maximum Load/ Cross Section=F/A……………………(2)
Hardness Test
Vicker’s Hardness
Leitz wetzlar)GMBH – D6330Wetzlar Germany)
160gm)10 sec












…………………….(4)  W.R= ∆W/S.D 
 W.Rmm W  ∆
……………………..(5) ∆W=W1-W2
 W1 :W2 gm
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….………………….(7) S=(2 π N2/60)*r
S=(2 π *277.4/60)*0.07=2 m/s=12000 cm/min
Tool Steel385 HV
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